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Chapter 10 General Discussion

In this thesis, several passive and active trunk exoskeletons to prevent LBP were biome-

chanically evaluated. Within the SPEXOR project, a passive trunk exoskeleton was

developed including features that solve some of the existing problems related to trunk

exoskeletons. Because muscle activity, kinematics, torque profiles of the exoskeletons

and resultant spine loads were analyzed, recommendations for future improvements

could be given.

Summary

Real-time assessment of L5-S1 moments, an application for trunk exoskele-

tons.

In the first two Chapters, steps were taken to investigate the accuracy of an ambula-

tory low back load monitoring system applicable for being used in conjunction with

a trunk exoskeleton. In Chapter 2, an ambulatory monitoring system (Force shoes

+ Inertial measurement units) was used to estimate 3D hand forces. During lifting,

hand force errors were low (10-15 N RMSD), with around 30% of the error due to the

ambulatory measurement equipment. In Chapter 3, the estimated hand forces were

used to calculate L5-S1 flexion/extension moments using a top-down method during

symmetrical lifting. In this study, GRF’s were measured with force plates, instead of

force shoes. In addition, the number of inertial measurement units was systematically

reduced, to end up with the minimum number of sensors needed for accurate moment

estimation. In addition, the effect of neglecting the horizontal components of the GRF

was investigated. These steps were taken in order to optimize the practical usability of

the monitoring system by minimizing the required number of sensors. Results showed

that with six IMU’s (Pelvis, Trunk, Upper arms & Forearms) and only the vertical

component of the GRF, RMS errors of the L5-S1 flexion/extension moments were

below 18 Nm. The fact that the horizontal component of the GRF can be omitted,

opens up the possibility to use pressure insoles. These horizontal forces are difficult

if not impossible to measure accurately using pressure insoles. Neglecting the hori-

zontal component of the GRF will lead to an overestimation of the L5-S1 moment,

because during lifting the load is always slightly pulled towards the lifter. In addition,

L5-S1 moment estimates could be improved by improving the capturing of shoulder

translation.
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Chapter 10 General Discussion

Design and evaluation of passive trunk exoskeletons

In Chapters 4-7, the focus was on passive trunk exoskeletons with the aim to reduce

mechanical loading of the low back, in order to reduce the risk of development of LBP.

In Chapter 4, the effect of a commercially available passive trunk exoskeleton on back

and abdominal muscle activation, hip and lumbar flexion and on the contribution of

both the human and the exoskeleton to the L5-S1 net moment during static bending at

five different hand heights was assessed. Two configurations of the exoskeleton (LOW

& HIGH), differing in angle-torque characteristics, were tested. For the evaluation

of the exoskeletons a lab-based system, instead of the ambulatory system tested in

Chapters 2 & 3, was used to precisely determine the effects of the exoskeleton. L5-S1

moments generated by the subjects were significantly reduced (15–20% for the most

effective type) at all hand heights. Significant reductions (11–57%) in back muscle ac-

tivity were found compared to WITHOUT for both exoskeletons for some conditions.

However, EMG reductions compared to WITHOUT were highly variable across sub-

jects and not always significant. The device allowed for substantial lumbar bending (up

to 70°) so that a number of participants showed the flexion-relaxation phenomenon,

which prevented further reduction of back EMG by the device and even resulted in

an increase in abdominal activity at low hand positions. In Chapter 5, the same

trunk exoskeleton was tested but now during lifting from knee and ankle height from

a near and far horizontal position, with a load of 10 kg. In addition, the effect of the

exoskeleton on the L5-S1 compression force was investigated. The peak L5-S1 com-

pression force was reduced by around 5–10% for lifts from the FAR position for both

KNEE and ANKLE height lifts. Subjects did adjust their lifting style when wearing

the device, resulting in a 17% reduced peak trunk angular velocity and 5 degrees in-

creased lumbar flexion, especially during ANKLE height lifts. In Chapter 6, a novel

passive trunk exoskeleton was designed and preliminarily tested. The exoskeleton in-

cluded several mechanisms, such as sliders, misalignment compensation, and bendable

beams at the back, that were intended to enhance the versatility of the device. Both

the biomechanical and the functional aspects of the trunk exoskeleton were assessed.

Compared to a rigid back structure, an increase of more than 25% range of motion

of the trunk in the sagittal plane was observed by using the flexible beams of the
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novel trunk exoskeleton. Questionnaires showed that participants perceived the ex-

oskeleton as less hindering in almost all tested tasks compared to the passive trunk

exoskeleton tested in Chapters 4 & 5. In Chapter 7, the novel trunk exoskeleton

was biomechanically tested during static bending and lifting with various lifting tech-

niques, similarly to Chapters 4 & 5. For static bending, the exoskeleton reduced

the compression force by 13-21% depending on bending angle. Another positive effect

of the exoskeleton was that participants substantially reduced lumbar flexion. While

lifting, the exoskeleton reduced the peak compression force, on average, by 14%. Lift-

ing technique did not modify the effect of the exoskeleton such that the reduction in

compression force was similar between the three different lifting techniques.

Design and evaluation of active trunk exoskeletons

In Chapters 8 & 9, the focus was shifted towards active trunk exoskeletons with

the aim to reduce mechanical loading. Chapter 8 addressed the challenge on how to

control an active exoskeleton prototype aimed at reducing compressive low-back loads.

An analysis of the biomechanics of lifting tasks revealed two key factors that largely

determine low-back loads: the upper body flexion and the load lifted. For each factor,

a suitable control strategy for the exoskeleton was implemented. The first control

strategy was based on user posture and modulated the support of the exoskeleton

based on inclination of the trunk, which is directly related to the moment at the low

back induced by gravitational forces on the upper body. The second control strategy

was based on detection of hand force needed to lift an object, using electromyography

of the forearm muscles. A third strategy was devised as a combination of the first

two. The resulting data highlighted that the strategies modulate the assistance as

intended by design, i.e., they effectively adjust the commanded assistive torque during

operation based on user posture and external mass. The experiment also provided

evidence of significant reduction in muscular activity at the lumbar spine (around

30%) associated with using the exoskeleton. In Chapter 9, a more extensive analysis

was performed based on the same experiment. L5-S1 compression time-series were

analyzed to investigate which control strategy would be most effective in reducing low

back loading, and whether this was dependent on lifting technique. Peak compression

forces substantially decreased when wearing the EXO compared to NO EXO. However,
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this reduction was partly, by about one third, attributable to a reduction in peak lifting

speed, by about 25%, when wearing the EXO. While subtle differences in back load

patterns were seen between the three control modes, no differences in peak compression

forces were found. In part, this may be related to limitations in the torque generating

capacity of the EXO. Therefore, with the current limitations of the motors it was

impossible to determine which of the control modes was best. Despite these limitations,

the EXO still reduced both peak and cumulative compression forces by about 18%.

General discussion

Insoles

The force shoes tested in Chapter 3 do have some disadvantages, such as a consid-

erable weight and size, inability to switch between shoes, and high costs. Therefore,

as documented in an EU deliverable (SPEXOR D1.3) we explored the use of pressure

insoles as an alternative to be implemented in the SPEXOR monitoring system. Such

insoles only measure the vertical component of the GRF, and do not provide accurate

values of the Center of Pressure. As a consequence of these facts, insoles cannot be

used for bottom-up inverse dynamics, but they might be suitable, along with IMU

Figure 10.1: Estimates of L5-S1 flexion extension moments using a golden standard lab setup
and using an ambulatory measurement system with pressure insoles and IMU’s.
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sensors on main body segments, to estimate hand forces. We showed that these insoles

indeed have potential for estimating the vertical component of hand forces, and subse-

quently used these forces in top-down inverse dynamics. However, RMS errors in force

measurement ranged from 50 to 100 N which is much more than 10-15 N when using

the above-mentioned instrumented force shoes with IMUs. As a result, when using in-

soles combined with SPEXOR inertial sensors to estimate hand forces and using these

in a top-down inverse dynamics approach, peak and cumulative moment errors were

15% and 20%, respectively (Figure 10.1). Additionally, extensive calibration of the

insoles was needed and substantial hysteresis was found, which would hinder analysis

of highly dynamic measurement. This shows, that technical improvement of insoles is

needed in order to arrive at accurate moment estimates in a monitoring system includ-

ing insoles as sensors, which is a requirement for using this system as control input for

trunk exoskeletons.

Comparisons between the three tested exoskeletons

Table 10.1, provides a comparison of the experimental results from Chapters 4, 5, 7

and 9 for almost similar conditions. It shows the effects of the three different tested

exoskeletons during forward bending (static) and lifting (dynamic).

For static bending, L5-S1 subject moment (% reduction), exo moment (Nm),

lumbar angle (degrees) and back muscle activity (% MVC) were reported. From the

table it becomes clear that the SPEXOR system is more effective in reducing the

mechanical loading at the spine. In contrast to the Laevo system, SPEXOR reduces

lumbar bending during forward bending. This will have a positive effect on passive

tissue strain, especially at the lower hand heights. As mentioned previously, inconsis-

tent results in back muscle activity were found which was due to the flexion-relaxation

phenomenon. As a result, due to the 10 °reduced lumbar flexion with SPEXOR at 20%

hand height, no significant reduction in back muscle activity was present. However,

mechanical loading at the spine was still reduced by 13-21% (Chapter 7).

For lifting, peak L5-S1 compression force (% reduction), peak L5-S1 subject mo-

ment (% reduction), peak exo moment (Nm), peak lumbar angle (degrees) peak trunk

angular velocity (% reduction) are reported in Table 10.1. In all three experiments par-

ticipants had to lift a load from slightly above ankle height using a free technique. The
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Table 10.1: Overview table of the experimental results showing the effects of the tested
exoskeletons (Chapters 4, 5, 7 and 9). All presented values were calculated as the averaged
difference between the without and with exoskeleton condition, significant (p < 0.05) differences
are indicated with a grey background.
1 To enable comparison, back muscles (IL and LL) were averaged where needed. The difference
in the median between with and without the exoskeleton was reported.
2 To enable comparison, the three control modes (INC, EMG and HYB) were averaged.
3 Speed was expressed as the peak trunk angular velocity, subsequently the percentual difference
was calculated.

only experimental difference was the weight of the load which was 15 kg in the ROBO-

MATE experiment and 10 kg in the other experiments. Because the ROBOMATE

generated moment would have been similar during a 10 kg lift, percentual reductions

in L5-S1 compression force are slightly underestimated compared to when also a 10 kg

load in the ROBOMATE experiment was used. All exoskeletons substantially reduced

the movement speed, this effect was most pronounced in the ROBOMATE. Due to the

rigid back structure of the ROBOMATE also a large reduction in lumbar flexion was

found. The reduction in compression force was for 50% due to these changes in move-

ment behavior, which were restricting for the user. No reduction in peak compression

forces were found with the Laevo system, despite a moment support of 9-21 Nm. This

was partly due to subtle changes in movement behavior. Note that in similar lifts from

a far position, which are not included in the table because they were only performed
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with the Laevo, some compression reduction (3-7%) was found. The SPEXOR system

generated the strongest support with a peak of around 40 Nm which is around twice as

much compared to the other devices. As reported in Chapter 6, the SPEXOR is able

to closely follow the human kinematics leading to almost no change in peak lumbar

flexion.

Effects of design improvement of SPEXOR

Based on literature and the results from Chapters 4 & 5 some improvements, relative

to existing exoskeletons, were implemented in the design of the SPEXOR passive trunk

exoskeleton (Chapters 6 & 7). For instance, participants reported decreased range

of motion, difficulties during walking and tasks involving hip flexion (e.g squatting,

stair climbing and sit-to-stand) and problems related to out of plane movement when

wearing the exoskeleton tested in Chapters Chapters 4 & 5 (Baltrusch et al., 2018).

In addition, due to relative movement between the exoskeleton and the human, users

reported discomfort when wearing the exoskeleton. In part, these problems are due to

only including one joint (i.e. the hip) in this exoskeleton. As a result, the exoskeleton

does not account for movements that a human can perform and this is compensated

by relative movement between the exoskeleton and the human. Another problem with

only having one joint which accounts for trunk plus hip flexion is that the support

Figure 10.2: Illustration of the effect of generation of moments based on trunk flexion instead
of trunk inclination.
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of the exoskeleton is also based on this angle. For example, when the trunk remains

upright in squatting, no support of the exoskeleton is needed as the external L5-S1

flexion moment is low. However, because the support is based on the displacement

of the exoskeleton joint that accounts for trunk and hip flexion, i.e. the angle of the

trunk relative to the upper leg, a supporting torque is generated which actually pushes

the trunk of the participant backwards (Figure 10.2) and abdominal muscle activity

is needed to keep the trunk upright. This compensatory behavior will only increase

spine loading and should therefore be avoided. For walking and stair climbing these

problems could be solved by switching off the support using a clutch system. An

improved version (V2.5) of the tested exoskeleton in Chapters 4 & 5 is equipped

with such a system and partly solves the above mentioned problems.

Due to hysteresis within the exoskeleton tested in Chapters 4 & 5, support lev-

els substantially dropped (33%) while moving upwards relative to moving downwards

(Figure 4.2). During lifting, peak loading occurs just after picking up the load and

returning to upward stance. At the instant of peak loading the exoskeleton generated,

as a consequence of the hysteresis, a supporting torque of only about 20 Nm. In con-

trast, peak L5-S1 flexion/extension moments easily reach 200 Nm, so that the relative

support is about 10%. To obtain a substantial impact on the risk of sustaining a low

back injury, support levels of the exoskeleton should be increased.

With extreme lumbar bending, passive tissues are stretched and this can eventu-

ally lead to injury (Solomonow et al., 2003). Therefore, prolonged and extreme lumbar

Figure 10.3: Passive internal extensor moments (I) increase with lumbar flexion for both men
and women. [Data for this figure were extracted from Dolan et al., Passive tissues help the back
muscles to generate extensor moments during lifting. Journal of Biomechanics, 1994.]
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bending is a risk factor for LBP (Hoogendoorn et al., 2000). Around 80% ROM, a

sharp increase in passive tissue strain occurs (Figure 10.3). With a hard-stop which

was included in the exoskeleton tested in Chapters 4 & 5, the exoskeleton could

limit lumbar flexion. However, this is only possible with a dedicated joint accounting

for lumbar flexion. In the case of only one exoskeleton joint, like in Chapters 4 &

5, this is impossible and might even lead to unwanted effects. In the static tasks with

extended knees (Chapter 4), lumbar flexion was already >80% while the hard stop

of the exoskeleton tested in Chapters 4 & 5 was not yet reached. In free style lifting

(Chapter 5), the opposite was the case: the hard stop was reached while lumbar

flexion was <80%. In short, any hard stop in a combined hip plus lumbar joint will

be too early during squatting and too late during stooping postures or movements.

This stresses the importance of specifically limiting lumbar flexion rather than overall

flexion. In addition, in Chapters 4 & 5, it was also noticed that both during static

bending and lifting (peak) lumbar flexion was increased in the exoskeleton condition

compared to without exoskeleton. We assume that this might be related to the location

where the supportive force is applied, in this case at the chest. Participants reported

to have the feeling of working against the device in the beginning of the bend. This

could have provoked more and earlier lumbar flexion when wearing the device.

In Chapters 6 & 7, some of the previously mentioned problems were solved or

improved. The improvements in the SPEXOR exoskeleton were:

• Inclusion of two exoskeleton joints

• Clutch

• Flexible back structure

• Out of plane movement

• Misalignment compensation

• Improved fitting

• Adjustability to subject body dimensions

• Adjustability of the magnitude of support
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With two joints separating trunk flexion in hip and lumbar flexion, problems related

to squatting are solved. During squatting with upright trunk, more movement occurs

in the hip compared to the lumbar spine. In an exoskeleton with two joints, little

beam deformation will occur such that the generated L5-S1 moment will be much

lower compared to an exoskeleton with one joint. With the two-joint exoskeleton,

the user will be less pushed backwards by the device during squatting. At the same

time, substantial support will be generated around the hips by the passive springs,

and this will assist the user. With the clutch, the support generated around the hip

can be switched off, so that during walking and stair climbing no forces on the legs

are generated. This will make walking with the exoskeleton more similar to walking

without exoskeleton, as was supported by Baltrusch et al. (2020c). Another benefit of

the two joints is that, although the hip support can be switched off, lumbar support is

still present when the beams are being flexed. So, both the clutch and the two joints

make the exoskeleton more versatile which improves the user satisfaction (Baltrusch

et al., 2020c).

By introducing the flexible back structure a dedicated lumbar flexion joint is

created. In addition to the above mentioned benefits, it substantially improves the

lumbar flexion range of motion, compared to a rigid spine structure (Figure 6.11A). In

the future, a hard stop on the bending capabilities of the beams can be introduced to

limit lumbar bending, to avoid excessive strain on passive tissues in the back (Figure

10.3). In some cases, this will force users to change their behavior, resulting in, for

example, a more squat like technique.

The current design of the SPEXOR exoskeleton includes three main structures

dedicated to misalignment compensation and out of plan movement. At the top of the

flexible beams, a linear slider, to accommodate for the length change during flexion,

and a ball in socket joint, to accommodate for axial rotation and lateral bending, are

included. These features increase the 3D range of motion and improve the agreement

of movement between the exoskeleton and human, compared to the condition in which

the slider was locked (Figure 6.11B). The second misalignment compensation mecha-

nism consists of three joints, located approximately at hip level. They accommodate

for translations as a result of the misalignment between the exoskeleton hip joint and

the human hip joint. In a pilot study, we assessed the effect of this misalignment
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compensation structure and found reduced movement between pelvis and pelvis mod-

ule of the exoskeleton and increased comfort, especially in tasks involving hip flexion.

To accommodate for lateral bending, a linear slider along the leg was added. This

prevents the knee pad from moving over the leg and improved the users’ perceived

comfort (Baltrusch et al., 2020c).

In the SPEXOR prototype, several fitting adjustments were implemented. The

pelvis frame could be adjusted in width to fit a wide range of people and it improved

the connection between the exoskeleton and the user. The second fitting option is

the possibility the move the attachment of the trunk pad over the flexible beams to

accommodate for differences in trunk length.

Besides fitting adjustments, the level of support could be easily adjusted by the

user when needed. By changing the rest length of the Maceppa spring (Vanderborght

et al., 2011), the maximum torque summed over both hips could range from 20 to

60 Nm. The thickness and number of carbon fiber beams could also be adjusted to

change the bending characteristics and thus the torque support at the lumbar spine.

Limitations and possibilities of active exoskeletons

For several years the potential benefits of active exoskeletons have been stressed

(de Looze et al., 2016), as being potentially more versatile and stronger compared

to passive exoskeletons. However, the weight and dimensions of active exoskeletons

quickly becomes a problem with increasing demands on torque output (Toxiri et al.,

2019). Although several active exoskeletons are available, e.g. Hyundai H-WEX, HAL

lumbar support and ATOUN model Y (for a review, see Toxiri et al. (2019)), no

biomechanical data are available on the effectiveness of such systems. In Chapters 8

& 9, an active exoskeleton was biomechanically tested. Despite some limitations in

the torque generating capacity and the different design characteristics compared to the

passive SPEXOR design, substantial reductions in peak L5-S1 compression forces were

found. The maximum torque output of the active exoskeleton tested in Chapters 8 &

9, 40 Nm, was 10 Nm lower compared to the passive exoskeleton tested in Chapters

6 & 7. Nevertheless, the active exoskeleton was 4 kg heavier compared to its passive

counterpart, which was still in an early development phase. Another problem we en-

countered was the limited rate of torque development. As shown in Figure 9.6, the
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actual torque generated by the motors differed quite a lot from the commanded torque.

Especially at the moment of peak loading, the actual generated torque was only 25%

of the commanded torque. As a result, no differences between the control modes were

found making it impossible to determine the best control strategy. Even though the

torque generation was not optimal, substantial reductions in L5-S1 peak compression

forces were found. Interestingly this was, in part, due to a reduction in lifting speed.

However, it can be questioned whether a forced change in lifting behavior is benefi-

cial. Users might feel forced to lift slower and might not be willing to use the device

because of this. On the other hand, if users feel like lifting slower with the exoskeleton

they should be able to do so. Additionally, this will have a beneficial effect on the

peak L5-S1 compression forces. The problem is that it is hard to determine whether

users are forced to lift slower or are just adjusting their behavior to feel comfortable

while using the device. A more extensive functional and subjective evaluation, as in

Baltrusch et al. (2018), is needed to investigate the cause of behavioral changes. The

active exoskeleton tested in this thesis, consisted of a rigid back structure similar to

one condition in Chapter 6. As a result, lumbar flexion angles were limited, which

again shows the importance of a dedicated lumbar flexion exoskeleton joint.

Implications for LBP risk

This thesis showed several beneficial effects of the use of passive and active exoskele-

tons in reducing mechanical loading during static bending and lifting. During lifting,

reductions in peak L5-S1 compression forces ranged from 5-20%. Based on the com-

pressive strength data of cadaveric specimens (Brinckmann et al., 1989; Jäger, 2018)

a 20% reduction will reduce the population at risk and could therefore be an effec-

tive tool for the prevention of LBP in the occupational field during lifting tasks. In

addition, back muscle activity decreased as a result of using the exoskeleton, so that

muscle fatigue will occur later and metabolic effort will be reduced (Baltrusch et al.,

2020b).

During static bending, the SPEXOR device showed an important reduction in

L5-S1 compression forces and in the peak lumbar flexion angle. Although peak L5-S1

compression forces were under 4000 N and this probably is not high enough to cause

direct damage, a substantial reduction in cumulative compression forces will be present
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and this has also been indicated to be important to reduce the risk of injury (Coenen

et al., 2013). The SPEXOR exoskeleton also caused a reduction in lumbar flexion so

that it is also likely that the flexion-related risk of LBP (Griffith et al., 2012), which is

possibly due to passive tissue strain injury (Solomonow et al., 2003), would be reduced.

Limitations

Unfortunately, only healthy participants were tested and no patients or workers with

current low-back pain. Although the biomechanical effect of the device should be sim-

ilar in these subjects, users with low-back pain might respond differently (Nolan et al.,

2019). Especially their subjective opinion about the exoskeleton could vary compared

to healthy participants. In a recent paper, participants with a history of low-back

pain reported more positive about the device compared to workers with no history

of low-back pain (Baltrusch et al., 2020c). Another limitation is the lack of female

participants in our studies. In Chapters 4 & 5, no females were included, in view of

the chest pad, which was uncomfortable pressing on the female chest. For comparison

and the difficulty to recruit enough female participants only male participants were

tested in the subsequent experiments. Besides having different body anthropometrics

(Zatsiorsky et al., 1990), females have been reported to apply a lifting style different

from men (Plamondon et al., 2007). However, in our studies lifting style did not affect

the effect of the exoskeletons. Therefore, we do not anticipate major differences in

effects of the exoskeletons between males and females. In this thesis, we merely fo-

cused on the effect of exoskeletons on spinal L5-S1 compression forces. However, also

shear forces experienced during lifting can be above tissue tolerance levels, as has been

shown previously (Gallagher and Marras, 2012). Unfortunately, shear tolerance has

mainly been reported under low compression loads (Bisschop et al., 2012; Frei et al.,

2002). It is yet unclear if shear forces during lifting, which always combine with high

compression loads, could exceed tissue tolerance limits. Another problem with shear

forces is the big variation between studies due to the dependence of model assumptions

like line of muscle pull and orientation of the L5-S1 joint, which limits straightforward

interpretation of results. L5-S1 compression forces cannot be measured directly unless

with invasive techniques, therefore in this thesis we estimated the compression forces

using an EMG-driven muscle model (van Dieën, 1997; van Dieën and Kingma, 2005).
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Several limitations of the model have been mentioned in the previous Chapters, e.g.

cross-talk, bad representation of deep and wide muscles, EMG normalization and ig-

noring spine translations. These limitations could affect the predicted compression

forces. However, as in our experiments a repeated measures design was used we are

confident this did not influence the differences between the with and without exoskele-

ton conditions. A major drawback of our experiments is that they were conducted

in a laboratory setup. Especially with such a complicated experimental setup, the

difference between the work place and the laboratory will be substantial. Users only

wore shorts to make it possible to place EMG electrodes on the back and abdomen.

Although participants were able to move freely with all the measurement equipment

and got time to get familiarized with the exoskeleton, behavior will likely be different

from normal behavior during a workday. Additionally, only symmetrical tasks were

performed to improve the quality (e.g. averaging the muscle activity over both sides

of the body) of the data and to prevent problems related to visibility of the optical

cluster markers.

Future steps

Based on the section above, some steps can be taken to improve the knowledge and

to investigate the generalizability of the current results in more realistic and practical

situations. First, the effect of exoskeletons should also be investigated in asymmetric

tasks, as only 50% of the industrial lifts is symmetrical (Dempsey, 2003). In addition,

both male and female participants should be included to investigate whether females

can also benefit from such devices. Our results suggest that exoskeleton can have

a substantial effect in reducing L5-S1 compression forces during static bending and

lifting. However, the SPEXOR prototype is still a research prototype that should

be further developed in order to apply it in the work field and test its long-term

effects. In the clinical environment, skepticism exists regarding the implementation

of exoskeletons as care givers are afraid of deconditioning of muscles and relying too

much on the device (Baltrusch et al., 2020a).

Although active exoskeletons have suggested to be more versatile compared to

passive devices, passive devices substantially reduced mechanical loading using a rather

light design. We therefore think that active components should be added on top of
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a passive device to keep the weight low and make the device smart. This would

enhance the overall capabilities of an active device but keeps the benefits of a fully

passive device. In this way, the static part of the external moment during bending,

due to gravity, can be compensated by using for example passive springs. Additional

moments due to dynamic behavior or lifting external loads can be compensated by

active torque generators and should be controlled based on real-time information.

Another important problem that needs to be addressed is the inclusion of a way to limit

the end range of lumbar flexion to avoid passive tissue strain (Solomonow et al., 2003).

Relatedly, large variation exits in flexibility between humans (difference in onset of the

flexion relaxation) and this is an important aspect that needs to be addressed in future

exoskeletons, for instance by individualizing the allowed end range of lumbar motion.

Obviously, a lot of smaller improvements are needed in order to have a successful

implementation in the work field such as a reduction of mass and dimensions, improved

human-exoskeleton interactions and easier fitting adjustments.

In the SPEXOR project, an active exoskeleton following this rationale is being

developed. Unfortunately, the prototype was not yet ready while writing this thesis

but looks promising as it will combine the state of the art features of the SPEXOR

passive device with the possibility to provide more support in an smarter way with

active torque generators. During preliminary tests, support levels of 100 Nm have been

reached (SPEXOR D6.5).

Recommendations

This thesis showed the importance of several design aspects and evaluation character-

istics that we think should be included in future exoskeleton studies. Therefore, based

on the findings in this thesis and the arguments provided in this Chapter, the following

recommendations are formulated:

1. Separate hip and lumbar exoskeleton joints

2. Include misalignment compensation to reduce shifting of the structure over the

body

3. Report the torque-angle relation of passive exoskeletons to make comparisons

between devices easier
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4. Provide support torque beyond 20% of ML5S1 subject

5. Limit lumbar flexion to avoid counterproductive support and excessive tissue

strain

6. make the exoskeleton adjustable to account for subject to subject variations

7. Report not only muscle activities, but also lumbar kinematics, as muscle activity

cannot be interpreted without kinematics, especially at large lumbar angles.

8. Preferably also report spinal compression forces and L5-S1 subject moments

9. Provide active support in parallel to passive torque sources to minimize weight

and to improve versatility of the exoskeleton

10. With larger support, it will become important to control exoskeletons based on

signals that represent the active (muscle-generated) moment at the lumbar spine.

Within the SPEXOR project, numbers 1,2,3,4,7 and 8 have been full-filled in the

passive version. The current technical improvements increased the subjective opinion

of users regarding the device, especially people with a history of LBP rated the device

positively (Baltrusch et al., 2020c). Number 4 should be further improved, whereas

number 5 should still be included in order to limit excessive strain on passive tissue.

Because of the inclusion of some of the points, weight and dimensions of the exoskeleton

increased. As a result, users rated the device as limiting and obtrusive during walking,

stair climbing and ladder climbing (Baltrusch et al., 2020c). Within the SPEXOR

developed active exoskeleton steps are taken towards the fulfilment of points 8, 9 and

10. However, both biomechanical and functional evaluation studies are needed to check

whether these improvements have the proposed effect.
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Conclusion

The main focus of this thesis was on biomechanical evaluation of several passive and

active exoskeletons and to find a method to accurately measure real-time L5-S1 mo-

ments using a setup that can applied on an exoskeleton. It was concluded that insoles

need to be improved in order to be accurate for continuous ambulatory low back load

monitoring in an exoskeleton application. This thesis showed promising results for ex-

oskeletons to reduce mechanical loading during lifting and static bending. However, in

order to use such devices for prevention and rehabilitation, substantial improvements

are needed to reduce the drawbacks of the current devices like for example: weight,

dimensions, usability and practicality. This thesis also showed the importance of per-

forming a full biomechanical evaluation. Assessing the effects of exoskeletons solely

based on muscle activity can lead to faulty interpretations. The passive SPEXOR

prototype solved some of the current problems with innovative design improvements.

However, more research and further developments of the exoskeleton design are still

needed in order to get exoskeletons widely adopted in the field.
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